







The purpose of this article is to examine the choice of the instruments problem… The central bank must
decide whether to use the interest rate or the money stock as the monetary policy instrument. The
examination is based on the monetary policy experiment in the United States…
The accelerating inflationary trends had persisted in the United States for a long time since the middle of
1960s… The Federal Reserve adopted the anti-inflationary policies in 1979. Chairman Paul Volcker of the
Federal Reserve pretended to adopt Monetarism as the Federal Reserve policy in order to avoid the
intervention of the Government, and attempted to restrain inflation by raising the rate of interest. The federa一
funds rate increased to 19% m 1981, and consequently the rate of inflation decreased, while the tight money
policy forced the United States into economic depression. Accordingly the rate of unemployment increased to
a high degree. The Federal Reserve finally had to abandon Monetarism in 1982 and reversed its stringent



















































































ポルカ-氏によって連邦準備の政策として公式に採用された。」 (Monetarism had been officially
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